Your chance to join in
the success story that
is indEx Enclosures

Due to our rapid growth, and
ongoing appeal within the UK, EU,
US and Singapore markets, indEx
enclosures limited are looking for
dedicated experienced agents and
representatives to share in our
success and become a full partner
selling our hazardous and industrial
products, fabrications, solutions
and services in the following
geographical areas / countries:

South America
●● Brazil
●● South America
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Europe
●● Bulgaria
●● Czech Republic
●● Finland
●● France
●● Holland
●● Hungary
●● Italy
●● Norway
●● Poland
●● Russian Federation
●● Spain
●● Turkey

Middle East
●● Kuwait
●● Oman
●● Saudi Arabia
●● UAE
Africa
●● Ghana
●● Nigeria
●● South Africa

Asia
●● India
●● Japan
●● Pakistan
Australasia
●● Australia
●● New Zealand

High quality, custom size enclosures with prepared
entries at standard enclosure prices, supplied at
a lead-time that suits our customers. This is what
is possible when combining 70 years of enclosure
& fabrication manufacturing experience, the latest
metal fabrication technology with breakthrough
logistical thinking.
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What you can
expect from indEx
●● Full sales and expert technical support and troubleshooting
●● Highest quality service from professionally
dedicated and experienced engineers

●● World class enclosure, fabrication, solutions and products
●● Rapid delivery
●● Ongoing training and auditing by appointed engineer
●● Access to one of Europe’s fastest growing hazardous
and industrial enclosure manufacturers

●● Complete turnkey design and highly competitive pricing
●● Stock profile to suit your local area
●● ATEX and IEC Ex full certifications
●● State of the art software, laser profiling, forming,
welding and fabrication machinery

●● Access and advertising to the indEx website portal which is

forward thinking, innovative and updated on a regular basis

●● Targeted literature to suit your area
●● Young business with huge potential looking to forge

long lasting relationships in a hugely competitive and
a “health & safety first” conscious environment
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What we need
from you
●● At least 5 years proven sales track record of

industrial enclosure/ fabrication (hazardous area
preferable) but full training will be given

●● Committed, honest and reliable persons that have a
willingness to go that “extra mile” for our customers

●● Excellent access to road, air/sea transport hubs
●● Targeted sales with regular KPI auditing
●● Agents to have Warehouse of at least 1000sqm. After a period
of time would expect agent to take an agreed stock profile

●● Agents to have Access to basic tooling/ machining for

enclosure modification after successful training period

●● After successful completion of auditing, agents and/ or
representatives would be expected to promote and
sell indEx products exclusively although there would
be room for negotiation if said agent has previous
history with like for like companies and that also have
excellent standards on a par with indEx Enclosures

●● indEx Enclosures reserves the right to terminate
any contract or work with immediate effect if is
deemed detrimental to the indEx brand

●● It is imperative from the beginning of any business

agreements with indEx that the agent/representative “buy’s
in” to the indEx culture of world class customer service,
highest quality and the pursuit of excellence in all areas.
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Apply
now
If you think you have what it takes to become a partner of indEx
Enclosures ltd and wish to join the “enclosure revolution” taking
place now then please reply with full company details, location,
experience, company profile, turnover and brief on project/
customers of note served in the last 3 years in the first instance to:Nick Round
Sales Director
m 07590 378270
e nick.round@indexenclosures.com
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